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Reviewer's report:

Methods:
What method of imaging was performed to diagnose the patients?
Why was radiotherapy indicated only in patients with mCRPC?
If radiotherapy is an option to treat particularly in ambulatory patients, why no treat this group of patients?.
Tables 2,3: no clear, how many patients are ambulatory and nonambulatory before and after surgery?
Medical Treatment for PC:
Change the word "canazitaxel" is Cabazitaxel.
Results:
Referring to SITES of DECOMPRESSION the author mention -line 6., 1(9,.1%) in patients with mCRPC, it’s not SITEj
Functional Outcomes:
what kind of rehabilitation patients performed?
Oncological Outcomes:
What is the median follow up, define better OS per groups? Fig 1 what means each line?
Discussions:
The authors based on Patchell study affirm that surgery with radiotherapy was superior that radiotherapy alone. This study has some bias, a significant proportion of ambulatory patients received surgery, and nonambulatory were treated with Radiotherapy. Such conclusion must be reconsidered.
The discussion could include some comments regard to imaging methods to diagnose these critical situations, the impact in 2020 the new options of treatment with increasing survival and reconsider the management of these patients -some old revisions or clinical trials included patients in periods without disponibility of new therapies- and such the authors comment in the idea of multidisciplinary work the relevance of rehabilitation must be reinforced.
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